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From time to time, all leaders are called to lead through rough
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everyone you lead. Leaders are tested through adversity, not the
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Soldiers, Mel Gibson portrays the real life Col. Harold G Moore, a
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historically accurate, (Moore’s troops did not fix bayonets and
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confidence of our teams. Teams emerge from these experiences
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This type of failure can be very public and is usually fatal to
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difficult to recover from.
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The best leaders are confident. Under pressure they are strong,
wide, massed to try and stop delivery of the newspaper. Police
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through all storms. During these challenging times they channel
The strong and confident example our leaders set kept everyone
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their emotional energy into purposeful action and sharpened focus
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extra effort to be visible and strong as they closely and confidently
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challenge one step at a time and prevailed. We got the newspaper
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1. Recall a crisis you experienced. How did leaders respond and
late, but we didn’t miss a single day publishing in the eight months
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how did it affect the team?
it took to put the dispute behind us. That evening proved to be a
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confidence builder for everyone.
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2. Do you agree that it’s important to lead from the front - to be
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visible - in crisis? Why?
At these moments there is nowhere to hide and no exit ramp.
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People are worried and sometimes fearful, and they look to their
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day workshop or check out our series of e-books.
ourselves under this kind of spotlight, with what feels like the
whole world watching. This is when we build or lose the
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For other Leadership Instalments articles go to:
www.gaynorconsulting.com
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Dan Gaynor can be contacted at:-1,0234"553"67530
403.880.1780
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